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that causes spiritistic phenomena, like table-tilting, automatic
writing, rappings, etc. In a metaphorical sense it may refer
to the governing attitude of a certain social group—the
' spirit' that rules there. Finally it is used in a material
sense, as spirits of wine, spirits of ammonia, and spirituous
liquors in general. This is not a bad joke ; on the one hand,
it is part of our venerable heritage of language, while on the
other it is a paralysing encumbrance to thought; a tragic
hindrance to all who hope to scale the ethereal heights of
pure ideas on ladders of words. When I utter the word
' spirit' no matter how accurately I may define the meaning
which I intend it to carry, the aura of its many other meanings
cannot be wholly excluded.
We must therefore ask ourselves the question: What is
meant fundamentally by the word ' spirit' used in con-
nexion with the concept ' life' ? Under no circumstances
can it be tacitly assumed that, at bottom, everybody knows
just what is meant by' spirit * or' life \
Not being a philosopher, but an empiricist, I am inclined
in all difficult questions to let experience decide. Where
it is impossible to find no basis in experience, I prefer to leave
most questions unanswered. It is my aim, therefore, always
to reduce abstract factors to their empirical basis, in order
to be sure that I know what I am talking about. I must
confess that I know a§ little what' spirit * may be in itself as
I know what' life' is. I only know ' life' in the form of the
living body. What, on the other hand, it could be in and for
itself as an abstraction, other than a mere word, I cannot
even darkly guess. Thus instead of' life', I must speak of
the living body, and instead of spirit, of psychic entities.
This does not mean that I want to evade the question as
originally put in order to indulge in reflections on body and
mind. On the contrary, I hope with the help of an empirical
basis to succeed in finding a real existence for spirit, and this
not at the expense of life*
The concept of the living body brings fewer difficulties to

